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Standard valance-components quantitative trait loci (QTL) linkage analysis can
produce an elevated rate of type 1 errors when applied to selected samples and
non-normal data. Here we describe an adjustment of the log-likelihood function
based on conditioning on trait values. This leads to a ~ikc~ihoodratio test that is
valid in selected samples and non-normal data, and equal in power to alternative
methods for analyzing selected samples that require knowledge of the
asce~ainment procedure or the trait values of non-selected individuals. Genet.
Epidemiol. 19(Suppl l):S22-S28,2000.
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Standard variance-components quan~tative trait loci (QTL) linkage analysis [Schork,
1993; Amos, 1994; Kruglyak and Lander, 1995; Eaves et al., 1996; Almasy and
Blangero, 1998; Fulker et al., 19991 is not robust to non-random asce~a~ent [Dolan et
al., 19991 or non-no~ali~
[Allison et al., 19993. We propose that modifying the
likelihood function by conditioning on trait values will overcome these problems. This
method is demonstrated here for sib-pairs, but can be generalized to pedigrees.
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METHODS
Model Specification
The trait values of a sib-pair, denoted x = (x1, x~)~, conditional on the proportion of
alleles identical-by-descent (IBD) at a test locus, 7t, are assumed to be bivariate normal.
The log-likel~ood function of a sib-pair is therefore

where ~1and I=, are the predicted mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively [Fulker
et al., 1999; Sham et al., ZOOO].The covariance matrix is given by

where o*A, o*s and o*N are variance components due to QTL, residual shared effects, and
residual non-shared effects, respectively. The residual shared and non-shared variances
((r*s and o*N) are not of primary interest but must be estimated with the QTL variance.
We suggest a different way of writing the covariance matrix as

v
c n:-[ w+(n -s)Gj

rv+(7T -.5)0;
V
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where v is the variance and r the sib correlation of the trait in the populatiun. The
admissible range for arcs is [0, 2vr] if r 5 %, [0,2v(l-r)], if r)%. The parameters p, v and
r are fixed at values obtained from previous studies of the same trait, or from preliminary
analysis of the sib-pair data- Estates of p, v and r obtained from mudel~g selected sibpair data will be unbiased only if an appropriate adjustment fur ascertainment is made.
Otherwise, an unbiased estimate of r can be obtained if correct values of p and v are
specified, in samples ascertained via probands [see Sham, 1997, Page 243-2441.
Misspe~i~cation of p, v and r will reduce the power to detect linkage.
In practice, 7~is estimated to various degrees of certainty from the genu~es (G) at
marker loci in the vicinity of the test locus. If we assume that the likelihood is dependent
on G only through 71,then

where the summation is uver 71 = 0, l/2, 1, and 7E^is the expected proportion of IBD
sharing given G. The approximation based on f is adequate when marker data are
highly info~ative.
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For the analysis of selected samples [Eaves and Meyer, 1994; Risch and Zhang,
1995; Gu et al., 1996; Dolan and Boomsma, 1998; Purcell et al, 20001 and mildly nonnormal data, we propose defining the likelihood of the genotype data conditional on trait
values as

L(x If)
cL(XIX)~(~)’
a
where P(c) is omitted because it does not involve any parameter. Note that the
7c^approximation cannot be used for the denominator, because here cn^=%, and the
approx~ate l~elihood is ~dependent of the QTL variance &
Alternative

Methods

for Analyzing

Selected Samples

We consider two alternative methods for analyzing selected samples. The first is that
suggested by Eaves et al. [ 19961, of ~pu~g the prior IBD probabilities of lfgi %, and %
for non-selected sib-pairs with known trait values, but unknown marker genotypes. This
method was shown to produce an unbiased test for linkage, provided that one uses the
exact “weighted likelihood” rather than the 7c^approx~ation [Dolan et al., 19991,
The second is the classical method of ascertainment correction, which involves
~ondition~g the family data on the event that the family is selected, under an assumed
model of as~e~ai~ent [Fisher, 1934; Morton, 1959; Morton and MacLean, 19741. Here
we assume that all sib-pairs whose trait values fall within certain predefmed ranges
(denoted R) have equal probability of being selected; the probability being proportional
to the integral of the density function of sib pair trait values over R. The as~e~a~entadjusted likel~ood func~on is then defined as

The integration is s~aigh~o~ard when the selection region is simple. This is the
case for the method proposed by Risch and Zhang [ 19951. This method defines the lower
and upper limits of selection to be the fixed values t1 and $2. The selection region R
consists of the 4 qua~ants: (~~<tl, .xz<tl), (xl>tz, xz>tz), (xl<tl, x2>t2), (x+2, ~2<t&
An “approximation” to the integral can be used when the cut-offs for selection are
u~own
or non-linear. This approx~ation is based entirely on the trait data of the
selected sib-pairs. By definition, these sib-pairs must fall within the region of selection,
so that the distribution of trait values among them should provide information on the
boundaries of the selection region Furthermore, if the selected sib-pairs were evenly
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scattered in the region of selection, a reasonable approximation to the integral then would
be the average likelihood function of the trait values of the sib-pairs. Since the expected
number of selected sib-pairs in a region is propo~ional to the l~elihood, a reasonable
weight for the contribution of a sib-nair with trait value x is the inverse of L(x 1n = ‘/2).
Thiigives the ~~approximation~~
n
c
i=l

where the outer summation is over all rt selected sib-pairs.
Simulation

Studies

We simulated trait values and marker genotypes under both the null and a range of
alternative h~otheses~ Geno~e data were s~ulated for 4 marker loci with 4 equally
frequent alleles, equally spaced at 5 CM intervals. Simulations under an alternative
h~othesis involved a diallelic QTL a~~ount~g for 10% of the pheno~i~ variance (0’~
= 0.1) at the midpoint between the second and third markers, and an overall sibling
co~elation r = 0.2. For each replicate, trait and marker data for 20,000 sib-pairs were
simulated, and the trait was standard~ed to have mean 0 and variance 1. Each replicate
represented a random sample from which sib-pairs with both members more than one
standard deviation away from the mean (approximately 10% of sib-pairs) were selected
to form a subsample.
We simulated 500 replicate data sets under the null hypothesis (c& = 0) to assess the
empirical type 1 error rates of the different tests, We also simulated 100 replicate data
sets under each of a range of alternative hypotheses: an additive QTL with equal or
unequal (0.1, 0.9) allele frequencies, and a dominant QTL with equal and unequal
(do~nant 0.1, recessive 0.9) allele frequencies.
We used Mapmaker/SIBS [Kruglyak & Lander, 19951 to compute the IBD
probabilities of each sib-pair, given the marker geno~e data, at the true position of the
QTL. The phenotype data and these IBD probabilities were then used as input to a SAS
program for the calculation of the different test statistics.
To assessthe impact of non-no~ali~, we repeated all the simulations but inserted a
~ansfo~ation
between data generation and analysis. The ~ansfo~ation
simply
consisted of cubing the standardized trait values, followed by re-standardization. The
transformed variable therefore had unchanged mean and variance (namely 0 and l), but
was markedly leptokurtic and had a reduced sib correlation of about 0.12. We set
thresholds of selection at & 0.3 to keep the proportion of selected sib-pairs at about 10%.
RESULTS
The results of the simulation studies are presented in Table I. For normally
distributed data, all methods designed for analyzing selected samples led to correct type 1
error rates. Conditioning on trait values did not reduce power when applied to complete
samples, and was as powerful as the ~pu~tion method (which requires the trait values
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I. Properties

of QTL Linkage Tests in SirnuIated Samples of 20,000 Sib Pairs*
Power
Significance
Hl
H2
H3

Normal data
Complete samples
Standard variance components
~nditioning
cm trait values
Selected samples
Standard variance component
Conditioning on trait values
Imputing prior IBD distribution
Ascertainment correction 1
Ascertainment correction 2
Non-normal data
Complete samples
Standard variance components
Conditioning on trait values
Selected samples
Standard variance components
Conditioning on trait values
imputing prior IBD dist~~ution
Ascertainment correction 1
Asce~ainment correction 2

H4

0.04
0.04

0.91
0.91

0.93
0.93

0.90
0.90

0.89
0.89

0.11
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

U.87
0.66
0.68
0.66
0.66

U.87
0.53
0.54
0.53
0.53

U.81

U.86

0.56
0.55
0.57
0.56

0.58
0.58
0.57
0.58

0.13
0.04

a44
0.09

U.64

0.46

0.19

0.13

U.56
0.22

0.15
0.06
0.25
0.15
0.05

0.33
0.07

U47
0.15
0.91
0.47
0.11

0.33

a83
0.32
0.04

0.14
a 75
0.32
0.12

0.34
0.12
U.83
0.33
0.11

*Significance and power are the proportions of replicates with likelihood ratio test statistic exceeding
2.70 (i.e., p = 0.05) and 9.55 (i.e., p = O,OOl), respectively. Power estimates in italic are not valid due to
inflated type 1 error rate. Alternative hypotheses: Hr additive, equal allele frequencies; H2 additive, allele
frequencies 0.1 and 0.9; H3 dominant, equal allele frequencies; H4 dominant, frequency of dominant
allele 0.1. Ascertainment correction 1 involves integration. Ascertainment method 2 uses an
approximation of the integral,

of the non-selected sib-pairs) and the integration method (which requires ~owledge of
the selection criteria) when applied to selected samples.
For non-normal data, conditioning on trait values and approximat~g the integral led
to correct type 1 error rates, whereas the imputation and ~tegra~on methods were liberal.
However, both valid tests (condition~g on trait values and approx~ating the ~tegral)
lost considerable power as compared to similar analyses of the original data before
~ansfo~ation.
DISCUSSION

Conditioning on trait values is an application of the “model-free” method of
asce~ai~ent
co~ection [Ewens and Shute, 19861. It is also implicit in classical
parametric linkage analysis [Hodge and Elston, 19941. Condition~g on trait values is
therefore expected to enjoy the same benefits as classical parametric linkage analysis, i.e.,
robustness to the as~e~a~ent procedure [Williamson and Amos, 19951 and modelmisspeci~cation [Clerget-~a~oux
et al., 19861, as well as minor violations of
dis~butional assumptions~ Gross non-no~ali~
will substantially reduce power; thus,
either alternative methods of analysis should be used [see Allison et al., 1999, for a
discussion of alternative approaches], or the data ~ansfo~ed to approx~ate no~ali~
before applying the proposed method.
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It is interesting to note that the log-likelihood function after conditioning on trait
values is 0 when 02A = 0. This means that the adjusted log-likelihood function maximized
under the alternative h~othesis ($A > 0) is itself the l~elihood ratio test statistic. It is as
if the adjustment term represents the log-likelihood function under a null hypothesis that
is not 02A = 0, but one that assumes the presence of a QTL with an IBID distribution of %,
% and % rather than the values estimated from the marker genotype data. Thus, the
existence of a QTL is assumed, and one is merely testing whether the QTL is linked to
the test locus.
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